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Thank you very much. I am here representing the North Carolina Coalition for Fire Safe Cigarettes on behalf of Dr. Adam Goldstein and Mr. Earnest Grant, who co-led this work and could not be here today.
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I’d like to start by providing a very brief overview of fire safe cigarettes – why they matter and what they are, and then I’ll move into talking about the North Carolina experience with fire safe cigarette legislation…

	The United States had one of the highest rates of fire fatalities among industrialized nations, and smoking related fires are responsible for up to 30% of all fire fatalities in the U.S. This is clearly an important piece of tobacco control in terms of prevention and in reducing the overall impact of cigarettes on the public’s health. 




Fire Safe CigarettesFire Safe Cigarettes
Less porous paper slows the burn rateLess porous paper slows the burn rate44

2006 performance standard2006 performance standard55
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This slide gives you a sense of what a fire safe cigarette is. Methods for achieving a self extinguishing cigarette actually date back to 1854 – The most commonly used technology now is illustrated here – as you can see it involves wrapping layers of less porous paper around the cigarette stalk to act as “speed bumps” that slow the burn rate of a cigarette that is not being smoked. In 2006 the National Institute of Standards of Technology provided a performance standard requiring 10 layers of paper and no more than 25% of all tested fire safe cigarettes burning to their full length. 




Study conducted by researchers from the Harvard School of Public Health found that only 10% of the fire safe cigarettes sold in New York exhibited full length burns, compared to 99.8% of the non fire safe cigarettes sold in other states at the time. 



Federal ActionFederal Action5,75,7

1974: Senate effort defeated by tobacco 1974: Senate effort defeated by tobacco 
lobbylobby

1979/1980: House and Senate bills 1979/1980: House and Senate bills 
introduced introduced 

1984: Safe Cigarette Act signed into law1984: Safe Cigarette Act signed into law
Technological Study GroupTechnological Study Group
Safeguard for state workSafeguard for state work

1987: Fire Safe Cigarette Act1987: Fire Safe Cigarette Act
Standardized method to test fire safetyStandardized method to test fire safety
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: As you can see on this slide, work towards regulating cigarettes around fire safety has been tried at the federal level. There are a couple of key things that the federal work achieved that were important for creating a context that allowed for fire safe regulation to happen at the state level, including a safeguard protecting state’s ability to create and implement their own fire safe cigarette legislation. The Technological Study Group formed in the 1984 law provided officially accepted evidence that manufacturing fire safe cigarettes is both technologically and economically feasible; the same group later proposed a standardized method for testing for fire safety that provided a model for the states.  




Tobacco Industry ActionTobacco Industry Action11

Industry publicly argued that:Industry publicly argued that:
•• Link between cigarettes and fatal fires only Link between cigarettes and fatal fires only 

““public perceptionpublic perception””
•• Manufacturing fire safe cigarettes not feasibleManufacturing fire safe cigarettes not feasible
•• Fire safe cigarettes not acceptable to Fire safe cigarettes not acceptable to 

consumersconsumers
•• Fire safe measures increase toxicityFire safe measures increase toxicity
•• Accurate testing not possibleAccurate testing not possible

Prevented definitive federal actionPrevented definitive federal action
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Ultimately, definitive federal action was prevented, thanks largely in part to the Tobacco Industry lobby, which successfully sold their argument that the testing method proposed by the Technological Study Group was not scientifically sound and that further research was needed before any federal regulation requiring fire safe technology was established. It is also interesting to look at some of the other arguments presented on this slide, as many of them were used at the state level as well…and as many of them were directly contradicted in the internal documents of several big tobacco companies. 
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1980:State legislative efforts begin1980:State legislative efforts begin55

2000: New York requires all cigarettes to 2000: New York requires all cigarettes to 
be fire safe by 2003be fire safe by 200355

2007: North Carolina moves forward2007: North Carolina moves forward
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The fire safe cigarette movement shifted back to focus on state level work. State legislative actions began with Oregon in 1980 and continued in several states through the 80s and 90s alongside the federal efforts. It wasn’t until 2000 that New York was successful and passed landmark legislation requiring that all cigarettes sold in New York state be manufactured to fire safe standards, opening the door for success in many other states. Between 2000 and 2006, six states were signed fire safe cigarette legislation into law. 
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Which brings us to focus on North Carolina, a place where achieving tobacco control legislation can be particularly challenging given our history as a tobacco state. As you can see on this slide, we are in many ways still a tobacco state – tobacco remains a significant part of our economy and we are home to two of the largest tobacco companies in the country. We do not have a comprehensive clean indoor air act and our excise tax is one of the lowest in the country. But we are making progress, and that’s what we’re here to talk about today.




Note that this represents over one-third of the national number of tobacco related jobs (662,400)




1996 UNC Fraternity House Fire1996 UNC Fraternity House Fire
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The first efforts to pursue fire safe cigarette regulation in North Carolina date back to 1996, when a cigarette caused fire in a fraternity house at UNC killed five students the night before graduation. Dr. Goldstein and others advocated for fire safe cigarette legislation in the wake of this tragedy, but public discussion and legislative advocacy were heavily focused on improving sprinkler system requirements and the fire safe cigarette idea did not get sufficient traction.




North Carolina Fire Safe Cigarette North Carolina Fire Safe Cigarette 
ActionAction

1997:Legislation first proposed1997:Legislation first proposed

2007: 2007: 
•• Public attention to other smoking related firesPublic attention to other smoking related fires
•• Coalition developmentCoalition development
•• Legislation proposed and passedLegislation proposed and passed
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Ten years later, after a several fatal cigarette caused fires in 2006 and early 2007, Dr. Goldstein and others tried again to call attention to the need for fire safe cigarette regulation and begin working for legislation. He and a colleague published an op-ed piece in the Raleigh News and Observer, our state capital’s newspaper. Initial reaction was slow at best, so Dr. Goldstein took more direct action by calling Ernest Grant, the outreach coordinator at the Jaycee Burn Center at UNC Hospitals, asking why his group wasn’t already on board and working on the fire safe cigarette issue as part of their prevention efforts.




North Carolina Coalition for North Carolina Coalition for 
FireFire--Safe CigarettesSafe Cigarettes

Formed in January 2007Formed in January 2007
Common goal to pass fire safe cigarette Common goal to pass fire safe cigarette 
legislationlegislation
Coordinated by NC Jaycee Burn Center at Coordinated by NC Jaycee Burn Center at 
UNC Healthcare and UNC School of UNC Healthcare and UNC School of 
MedicineMedicine
Diverse membership groupDiverse membership group
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Framing the problem this way made it clear that the Burn Center had a place in this fight, even though the tobacco control movement was not one with which they had a history. Mr. Grant and the Burn Center committed to the work…and thus the North Carolina Coalition for Fire Safe Cigarettes was created in March 2007, under the shared leadership of Dr. Goldstein at the UNC School of Medicine and Mr. Grant at the Jaycee Burn Center. 




NC Coalition Takes Action NC Coalition Takes Action –– 
Early 2007Early 2007

Expanded coalition Expanded coalition 
membershipmembership

Collaborated with Collaborated with 
supportive state supportive state 
representatives to representatives to 
craft legislationcraft legislation

Partners worked to Partners worked to 
build support:build support:
•• Data gathered Data gathered 
•• Website developedWebsite developed
•• Opinion pieces Opinion pieces 

publishedpublished
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This partnership allowed the coalition to move quickly, first by using the contacts, credibility and name recognition of UNC and the Burn Center to expand its membership. Coalition members included traditional public health partners, but, and this is critical, the Coalition also reached out to some less traditional partners for tobacco control work, like the North Carolina Association of Fire Chiefs and the North Carolina Firemen’s Association.
 
The group got to work with state legislators and by April had crafted and filed a bill, modeled on New York’s legislation. 
	
The Coalition met weekly and from the very beginning partners began doing research and communication work to education and drum up public support. 




Coalition StrategyCoalition Strategy
Grassroots education efforts Grassroots education efforts 
Frequent educational meetings with Frequent educational meetings with 
legislatorslegislators
Coalition representatives at every Coalition representatives at every 
subcommittee hearingsubcommittee hearing
NC State FiremenNC State Firemen’’s s 
Association  Association  
members in full                                            members in full                                            
dress at every                              dress at every                              
meetingmeeting
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The Coalition relied on three key strategies to keep the bill moving through committees and protect its integrity as an effective regulatory tool against pushback from the tobacco lobby and hesitation from legislators who represented tobacco dependent areas of the state. In addition to grassroots education aimed at garnering public support, educational efforts really focused on those legislators to correct their misconceptions and gain their support. The Coalition also made sure that there was a Coalition representative on hand at every committee meeting, along with as many members of the North Carolina Firemen’s Association in full dress as they could get. This strategy had major impact – as Dr. Goldstein puts it, it is much harder to ignore a room full of firefighters than a room full of doctors and public health professionals. 




Legislative ProcessLegislative Process

Filed April 2007Filed April 2007
Jurisdiction moved from Agriculture to Jurisdiction moved from Agriculture to 
InsuranceInsurance
Passed and signed into law August 2007Passed and signed into law August 2007
ChallengesChallenges
•• Definition of cigaretteDefinition of cigarette
•• Economic argumentsEconomic arguments
•• Industry argued for national legislationIndustry argued for national legislation
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These strategies were successful, and less than six months after the Coalition was formed the governor signed into a law a bill requiring that all cigarettes sold in North Carolina be manufactured to fire safe standards. One of the critical challenges for the bill’s passage was uncertainty about whether the Commissioner of Agriculture – the position that has historically had jurisdiction over all things related to tobacco – would support the bill. Upon learning that the Commissioner of Insurance supported the bill, language was changed to move jurisdiction to the Insurance Commission.  

Challenges also came heavy and strong from the tobacco industry, which argued – among many other things - that it would be too expensive to make all smoking materials fire safe and demanded a scaled down definition that included only traditional cigarettes. Interestingly, the industry argued that this kind of regulation should happen at the national level, which was a total reversal of their stance in the 80s and 90s when national work was being done. 




Coalition Achievements Coalition Achievements 

Cigarettes Cigarettes 
regulatedregulated
Reductions in Reductions in 
morbidity, morbidity, 
mortality, and mortality, and 
economic costs economic costs 
expectedexpected
New partnerships New partnerships 
formedformed
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But the Coalition was successful , and after less than six months of steady, focused work, the Coalition had three major achievements with long term impact. To the extent that the major tobacco companies change their standard manufacturing practices as North Carolina and other states implement fire safe standards, this regulation has the potential to reduce morbidity, mortality and economic costs of cigarette caused fires on a much larger scale, as these companies make hundreds of brands of cigarettes that are marketed around the world. This is a great example of the power of state level tobacco control efforts to effect major change. 

And lastly, each membership organization of the Coalition formed new partnerships that they can call on for future tobacco control and injury prevention work. 



Remaining ChallengesRemaining Challenges

Implementation delayed until January 1, Implementation delayed until January 1, 
20102010

Some smoking materials exempt from Some smoking materials exempt from 
requirementrequirement

Meeting safety standardsMeeting safety standards

Future tobacco control legislationFuture tobacco control legislation
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Of course, this success was not a fix all, and several important challenges remain. The bill that was filed was not the bill that signed into law. Two major compromises were made, largely as a result of pressure from the tobacco lobby. The implementation was delayed until 2010 so that tobacco companies could clear their stock of non-fire safe cigarettes and so the state could get regulatory measures in place. But during this time, more preventable cigarette caused fires will occur. More work has to be done to make all smoking materials fire safe, as cigars and the increasingly popular cigarillos are exempt from fire safe standards in North Carolina. 

There is also some uncertainty about how manufacturers will meet safety standards. Language in the bill allows for tobacco companies to propose and use their own safety testing methods. How this will all be monitored is still playing out. 
	And while fire safe cigarette legislation was an important victory, especially given North Carolina’s complex relationship with tobacco, Dr. Goldstein puts it into context as a “small v” victory, as there is much work left to be done, at both the state and national level. 





Where are we now? Where are we now? 
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So to bring it back to the bigger picture, this slide gives you a sense of where we are as a country on the fire safe cigarette issue. As you can see, states have made tremendous progress since New York passed its landmark legislation in 2000. There are only six states, shown here in white, that have yet to take action on regulating cigarettes around fire-safety standards. 



Lingering QuestionsLingering Questions

How to achieve fire safety standards for How to achieve fire safety standards for 
exempted smoking materials?exempted smoking materials?

Is litigation around cigarette related fires Is litigation around cigarette related fires 
an appropriate strategy for future action?an appropriate strategy for future action?

What does change in industry attitude to What does change in industry attitude to 
firefire--safe legislation signify?safe legislation signify?
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In addition to asking those six states why they haven’t moved forward on this issue, a few lingering questions remain. One specific to fire safe cigarettes is what strategies are needed to achieve safety standards for exempt smoking materials. Another is whether litigation might be an appropriate strategy for achieving future or stricter regulation. This question could potentially inform work in other tobacco control arenas, as could the last question as to what the change in industry attitude, marked by their argument that fire safe legislation should be a federal concern, may mean for future tobacco control work at the state level.





Part of the litigation question is tied in with the argument that the tobacco industry is largely responsible for compromises made to North Carolina’s bill that limit its maximum reach and effectiveness (i.e., limiting the definition of a cigarette) and for the delay between the passage of the bill in 2007 and its implementation in 2010, during which time injuries, deaths, and loss of property from smoking related fires will occur (have they already occurred?).  The larger framework for this question, of course, is the success that litigation has had with other aspects of tobacco control…



Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

Legislation can Legislation can 
happen quicklyhappen quickly

Strategic Strategic 
assignment of assignment of 
oversight is oversight is 
criticalcritical

NonNon--traditional traditional 
partners build partners build 
strong coalitionsstrong coalitions

Framing opens Framing opens 
the door to new the door to new 
partnershipspartnerships
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Finally, I’ll leave you with the lessons from the Coalition experience that Dr. Goldstein and Ernest Grant wanted to pass on. The first is that legislation can in fact happen very quickly – this entire process happened in under six months. The promise of this kind of expedited process can be powerful in terms of getting partners on board to do intensive work.

 Dr. Goldstein also emphasized how important it is to be strategic about where your legislation falls in terms of jurisdiction. This wasn’t something the Coalition was necessarily thinking about ahead of time, but getting that piece right prevented the bill from being killed in committee. 

Building strong coalitions around non-traditional partnerships and carefully framing issues in a way that allows diverse partners to see their place in the fight are critical to future tobacco control efforts – the North Carolina Coalition experience was successful because of these things, and Dr. Goldstein and Mr. Grant expect to reach out to many of these same partners on a variety of issues in the next legislative session. 
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